Bar Chart

Product Category, Region, sum of Sales and sum of Profit. Color shows sum of Profit. Size shows sum of Sales. The marks are labeled by Product Category, Region, sum of Sales and sum of Profit.
Product Category, Region, sum of Sales and sum of Profit. Color shows sum of Profit. Size shows sum of Sales. The marks are labeled by Product Category, Region, sum of Sales and sum of Profit.
Sum of Sales for each Region broken down by Product Category.
Sum of Sales for each Region broken down by Product Category.
Easy Map

Map based on Longitude (generated) and Latitude (generated). Color shows sum of Profit. The marks are labeled by sum of Profit and State or Province. Details are shown for State or Province. The data is filtered on Product Category, which keeps Furniture, Office Supplies and Technology.

About Tableau maps: www.tableausoftware.com/mapdata
Sum of Sales vs. sum of Profit. Color shows details about Region. Shape shows details about Product Category. The marks are labeled by sum of Profit. Details are shown for Customer Name.